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By Dorothy Ellen Palmer

COACH HOUSE BOOKS, Canada, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A spaceship hurtles towards the moon, hippies gather at Woodstock, Charles Manson leads a
cult into murder and a Kennedy drives off a Chappaquiddick dock: it s the summer of 1969. And as
mankind takes its giant leap, Jordan May March, disabled bastard and genius, age fourteen, limps
and schemes her way towards adulthood. Trapped at the March family s cottage, she spends her
days memorizing Top 40 lists, avoiding her adoptive cousins, catching frogs and plotting to save
Yogi, the bullied, buttertart-eating bear caged at the top of March Road. In her diary, reworking the
scant facts of her adoption, Jordan visions and revisions a hundred different scenarios for her
conception on that night in 1954 when Hurricane Hazel tore Toronto to shreds, imagining her
conception at the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital or the CNE horse palace, and such parents as JFK,
Louisa May Alcott, Perry Mason and the Queen of England. But when bear-baiting cousin Derwood
finds the diary and learns everything that the family will not face, the target of his torture shifts
from Yogi the Bear to his disabled and haunted adopted cousin....
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This kind of pdf is every little thing and taught me to looking forward and more. It is one of the most incredible book i have read. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about should you check with me).
-- Miss Am elie Fr itsch DV M-- Miss Am elie Fr itsch DV M

This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD
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